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Background and motivation

• Some stylized facts:
• Semiconductors has been regarded as the main engine of the IT revolutions.

• Moore’s Law: the number of transistors in a dense integrated circuit doubles approximately 
every two years. (1965: 12 months; 1975: 24 months; Now 18 months)

• A highly fluctuated industry (in terms of sales growth) with abnormally high ratios of R&D 
spending and capital investment which might be easily (and frequently) influenced by the 
business cycles and some macroeconomic shocks.

• The economic growth of Taiwan has been heavily relied on the exports of 
semiconductors since 2000s.

• A lack of the systematic study on the causes of the semiconductor industry 
cycles and a comparison of the practical forecasting methods in the literature.
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Research questions

1. How to build an econometric model to explain the dynamics inside the 
semiconductor industry and the causes of the cycles?
• The VAR model (Sims, 1980, Econometrica)

• The Markov regime-switching models (Hamilton, 1989, Econometrica)

• Model uncertainty and Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA)

2.  How to predict the sales and cycles more accurately? 
• Turing-point forecast

• Bootstrap prediction interval

• High-dimensional method (BMA vs. LASSO)
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Liu (2005)
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Determinants of the cycles 6

Fig. 1. Worldwide semiconductor shipments growth (1958–2001) 

Source: World Semiconductor Trade Statistics (WSTS)

Allan (2001):

1965-1995: 6 cycles, i.e. 5 

years per cycle

Leckie (2001a)

1970-1995:16% annual growth 

rate on average

1995-2000: 6% per year



Information obtained from trade journals 7



The VAR(12) model and its impulse responses 8



Conclusions from Liu (2005)

• Inventory (TI) and capacity (CAP) play important role in signaling the future 
state of the semiconductor business during 1994:5-2001:12.

• This finding is consistent with the industry practitioners’ observations, such 
as McClean, B. (2001a). 2001 IC industry at the crossroads. Semiconductor 
International, that the semiconductor industry cycles were mainly caused 
by the industry overcapacity.
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The Markov regime-switching model

• Univariate model (Liu and Chyi, 2006, Economic Modelling)
• The simple nonlinear, two states, regime-switching model shows a successful in-

sample prediction on the contraction of semiconductor industry sales during the 
period of 1990:01–2003:08.

• Trivariate model (Liu, Chung and Chang, 2013, Economic Modelling)
• The nonlinear, two-state, trivariate, Markov regime-switching model developed 

in this paper which includes inventory change, capacity utilization and chip 
sales not only obtains satisfactory out-of-sample forecasts of the probability of 
the industry being in recession during 1993:02-2001:12.

• The change in semiconductor inventory is in fact countercyclical with respect to 
chip sales.
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Liu and Chyi (2006)

Liu, W.-H. and Yih-Luan Chyi, 2006, “A Markov Regime-
Switching Model for the Semiconductor Industry Cycles,” 
Economic Modelling, 23, 569-578.
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Predictions from various sources 12



Probability of being in contraction 13



Conclusions from Liu and Chyi (2006)

• The expected duration of expansion in the semiconductor industry is 
about 7.7 months, while the expected duration of contraction is about 3.7 
months.

• This finding is consistent with the observation of the business cycles in 
past that the duration of an expansion is twice longer than the duration of 
a recession business, although the duration of the semiconductor industry 
cycles are one half of the duration of the business cycles.
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Trends and regimes identified (vs. WMB) 16



Regimes identified (vs. TI and UTL) 17



18
Transitory probability and out-of-sample 
forecasting



Conclusions from Liu et al. (2013)

• Inventory change in the semiconductor industry is in fact 
countercyclical with respect to chip sales. This finding is in close 
agreement with the predictions of Kahn (2003), Kahn and Thomas (2004) 
and Wen (2005) and with the alternative strategy adopted by firms 
during different states of the industry cycles. 

• The production-smoothing theory is superior to the stockout-avoidance 
theory in terms of explaining semiconductor inventory change. 

• Moreover, a special effort has been devoted to obtaining a satisfactory 
out-of-sample prediction of the turning points in the industry cycles.
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Liu (2007)
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Model setups 21



Lag = 1, 2 22



Lag = 3, 4 23



Conclusions from Liu (2007)

• In addition to constructing a VAR model to conduct the out-of-sample 
point forecasts, this article also applies bootstrap prediction intervals 
on forecasting the semiconductor industry cycles.

• The carefully constructed 11-variable VAR model with appropriate lag 
length (not optimal lag length) can capture the cyclical behaviour of 
the industry and outperforms other VAR models in terms of both point 
forecast and prediction interval. 

• The comparison of forecast performances from different VAR models 
also suggests that the selection of variables into the model is more 
important than the length of observation period, the number of 
variables in the model and the implementation of optimal lag length.
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Liu and Weng (2017)

Liu, W.-H. and S.-S. Weng, 2017, “On Predicting the 
Semiconductor Industry Cycle: A Bayesian Model Averaging 
Approach,” Empirical Economics, forthcoming.
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Model Uncertainty 26

In practice, previous studies (Liu 2005, 2007; Liu and Chyi 2006;

Chow and Choy 2006; Tan and Mathews 2010a, b; Liu et al. 2013; Aubry

and Renou-Maissant 2013, 2014) relied heavily on the rules of thumb and 

subjectively selected their predictors ignoring the potential risk of the 

model uncertainty.

Although various econometric methods have been proposed in these 

studies to identify principle determinants of the industry cycles and 

improve the predictive accuracy, the essential question remains unsolved: 

When many potential explanatory variables exist, how do we know which 

variables should be included in the model and how important are they?



Table 1 Variable descriptions 27

Dependent variable:

• Gt = dlnWMBt = lnWMBt− lnWMBt−12

Sample period: monthly

• 1994:05-2012:10

 1995:05-2012:10

Potential predictors: 70

• Macroeconomic: 4

• Financial: 3

• Semiconductor: 16

• PPI: 3

• Industrial production: 7

• New order: 7

• Total inventory: 15

• Value of shipment: 15



Table 1 Variable descriptions (con’t) 28

Two-step data transformation:

1. Take a natural log for a 

positive series to linearize 

the relationship. 

2. Take the unit root tests to 

verify whether the series is 

stationary.

• I(1)  I(0)



Table 1 Variable descriptions (con’t) 29



Table 1 Variable descriptions (con’t) 30



Estimation Procedure of BMA 31

 h-step-ahead real time forecast: At time t, only data at t-1 is available.

• h = 0 moment-term

• h = 3, 6 short-term

• h = 9, 12 medium-term

• h = 18, 24 long-term

 Uniform model prior of Fernandez et al. (2001a)

• g = 1/max(T, k2) = 1/max(209−h, 702)= 70−2

 Results are based on a run with 5 million recorded drawings with a burn-in of 1 million drawings to ensure 

the posterior model probabilities (PMP) are properly estimated.

 0-step-ahead:

 Reverse-jump sampler: 381,644 different models are visited (3.2 × 10−14% of the entire model space)

 Average model size = 24.1564

 The correlation between the posterior model probabilities based on the empirical frequencies of visit in 

the Markov chain and the exact marginal likelihood for the 10,000 best models = 0.9873.

 It takes 13.79714 minutes on a NB with Intel core i5-3210M CPU @2.5GHZ.



Table 2 Estimates of BMA (0-step-ahead) 32

PIP: posterior inclusion probability

PM: posterior mean

PSD: posterior standard deviation

CPS: conditional positive sign

e.g.

SOX:

PIP = 0.984

PM = 0.086

PSD = 0.022

CPS = 100%

NO9:

PIP = 0.016

CPS = 75.1%

The prior probability of inclusion is 50% under the uniform model prior.

• > 50%  effective variable (23 of 70)

• > 90% main determinants (10 of 23)



Table 3 Models with 10 highest PMP 33

 The best model:

• 23 predictors

• Posterior model probability 

(PMP) = 0.82%

 Top 10 models:

• 23-27 predictors

• 3.7% of PMP

• 19 predictors are in common

• 10 main determinants

• 3 effective variables

 Binomial and beta-binomial 

model priors are also used for 

robustness check.



Table 4 PIP over various prediction horizons 34

 The number of main 

determinants identified 

differ, ranging from 5 

(6-step-ahead) to 13 (3-

step-ahead) predictors. 

The PIP of each 

predictor also varies in a 

large degree over 

different horizons.

 The potential risk of the 

convention method: using 

the same set of predictors 

or gives the same weight 

to a particular predictor.



Table 4 PIP over various prediction horizons 35

 SOX: 6 of the 7 horizons

 DJ: 6-month-ahead

 NDQ: 18-month-ahead

 TI: none

 TI1-TI15: 8 of the 15 

predictors are identified over 

various horizons. 

 Too much inventory: 

raising worries of 

oversupply (ASP down)

 Too little inventory: 

concern for possible 

industry downturn ahead

 CLI, IP, CS: < 6-month

 CAP, UTL, SIP: > 18-month

 FF: effective variable only for 

12- and 18-month



Table 5 A comparison of variable selections 36

To further confirm the main determinants, two high-dimensional 

shrinkage procedures are considered:

• SCAD: Smoothly chipped absolute deviation (Fan and Li, 2001)

• MC+: minimax concave penalty (MCP) + penalized linear unbiased 

selection (PLUS) (Zhang, 2010)

• Both are Lasso (least absolute shrinkage and selection operator) type 

procedures. (Tibshirani, 1996)

0-month-shead:

• MC+ 48

• SCAD: 37

• 8 of 10 main determints from BMA are confirmed by both MC+ and 

SCAD.



Table 6 Selection of the best-fitting ARMA 
model 37



Table 7 Coefficient estimates of the best-
fitting ARMA model 38

The best ARMA model: ARMA(3, 1) + SAR(12)



Table 8 A comparison of coefficient estimates 39

Best linear model (BLM):

 Chosen from BMA

 R2 = 0.97

 < 10 of 23 predictors with a 

1% significance level are 

classified as main 

determinants under various 

BMA model priors.



Table 9 Out-of-sample forecasting 40

In sample: 1995:05-2009:02

Out-of-sample: 2009:03-2012:10

RW (random walk) vs. ARMA, BLM, MC+, BMA, BMA*

MAE: mean absolute prediction error

MSE: mean squared prediction error

1. ARMA is better than RW: 16-69% (MAE), 31-89% 

(MSE)

2. BLM is the worst and ARMA is the best in the 

moment-term.

3. BMA is better than BLM and ARMA.

4. BMA ties with MC+.



Table 10 Diebold-Mariano (DM) test

DM test:

Evaluate the 
significance 
of the 
differences 
in prediction 
accuracy.
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Conclusions from Liu and Weng (2017)

• The present study shows how the well-developed BMA approach which considers 
the model uncertainty can be easily applied to identify the main determinants of 
the semiconductor industry cycle over various prediction horizons from a large 
number of potential predictors. 

• The Philadelphia Semiconductor Index and total inventories in the downstream 
industries may provide clear signals on the industry ups and downs across various 
time horizons. These main determinants identified by BMA are also supported by 
recently developed high-dimensional shrinkage procedures, MC+ and SCAD.

• The BMA model generally gives more accurate predictions than the competing 
models. This superior forecasting performance is consistently verified across 
different prediction horizons, except for the relatively short horizons (the 0- and 
3-month-ahead forecasts). 
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Comments are most welcome!

Thank you for your participation!


